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Welcome to the World of Perforating 
As the UK’s longest privately owned perforating 
company we welcome you. The following pages we 
hope give you a snapshot into our capabilities and 
culture. If you want to find out more, and we hope you 
do, then please look at the short film on our website or 
better still pick up the phone and call us on 0118 9592 
700. We would love to hear from you. 

As a high performance perforated metal specialist we 
can provide individual solutions. We see ourselves as a 
partner who is capable of supplying even special 
requirements quickly in accordance with your individual 
specification. We can do this because we have a 
variety of tools and processing capabilities. This allows 
you to realise your product and makes you stand out 
from the rest of the market. 

Continual investment means we have some of the most 
modern equipment in Europe and staff retention means 
you can have peace of mind knowing that the person 
taking care of your project has good knowledge and 
experience. 

Bion – punching above our weight! 

 

Continual investment by Bion in new capital equipment 
to enhance our technical offering to our clients 

 

In House Tool room – Bion design and manufacture 
tooling to support Client needs 

 

Bion plant layout enables speedy selection of materials to perforate 
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Filtration 
Bion have been a market leader in the filtration market 
for over a decade. Our tooling and ability to perforate or 
punch stainless steel, has meant many customers who 
would previously have had to de-burr their product no 
longer have to do so. State of the art levelling lines and 
in house degreasing mean we can offer a filter element 
that requires less in house processing by our customers 
thus cutting down on their costs. 

Ling Ao Nuclear Power Plant 

Bion supplied filter elements where minimal burr is 
critical in a range of gauges from 0.9mm to 3mm in 
stainless steel, typically a 3mm hole with 33% open 
area. Bion offered the Client a consignment stock 
agreement for the duration of the contract. 

Construction 
Heathrow Terminal 2 

Bion supplied 0.7mm stainless steel perforated blanks 
which were used as part of the ventilation system. 

Bion also work in partnership with many of the major 
ceiling manufacturers and have supplied perforated 
ceiling tiles for Heathrow, Doha and Changi airports. 

Automotive 
For many years Bion has been a successful tier 2 
supplier into the Automotive market.  Whether it be 
stainless steel exhaust baffles with a variety of 
perforation patterns, including interrupted perforation 
patterns, to narrow perforated reinforced strip extruded 
into rubber for door and boot linings, or automotive 
speaker system with fine hole perforations and tight 
tolerances.  Bion's impressive on time delivery record 
and in-house knowledge of this demanding market 
have made us the first choice for major players within 
this industry. 
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Audio 
Bion Rocks with Turbosound 

Bion have for many years been a major player in the 
speaker industry.  We have experience in speaker 
manufacture within a variety of markets, from surround 
sound systems, telephone speaker mesh, to the 
automotive.  Customers have included, Ford, Linn, 
Toshiba, Sony and Hitachi. 

These products come in a variety of shapes and sizes, 
generally mild steel but some are aluminium or 
stainless and the larger speaker market has acoustic 
foam inserts.  Bion offers a one stop shop for this 
market. 

Profilers 
Bion supply the profiling market in mild steel or 
aluminium with gauge range from as low as 0.45 up to 
1.2mm.  We can perforate  up to 1600mm wide in coil 
form.  Banded perforation or all over perforations with a 
range of patterns generally chosen by this market 
sector. 

Wembley Stadium 

Bion supplied perforated painted mild steel for profiling 
and cladding in a range of gauges from 0.7 to 1.2mm 
coil in both banded perforation and all over perforation. 

Coils were levelled prior to recoiling and we turned 
manufactured this product within 24 hours from receipt 
of material. 

Bion commit and achieve a quick turnaround on this 
type of work as it is key requirement of the construction 
industry.  Our flexible working practices and committed 
workforce means we can turn on additional capacity 
should it be required. 

London 2012 Handball Arena 

Bion worked in conjunction with a leading name in the 
construction industry and supplied 700 linear metres of 
precoat perforated mild steel within 3 days from receipt 
of raw material. 
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Architectural 
St Pancras Station 

Bion worked in partnership with several different ceiling and lighting manufacturers supporting them on this high profile 
project. 

We supplied a variety of ceiling tiles and perforated material for light fittings in different gauges and types of steel. 

Bion understand the need for such projects to be delivered on time and we are the natural choice of major ceiling and 
lighting manufacturers.  Our partnership approach means we work as an extension to their own manufacturing 
capabilities and support them in meeting quality and delivery deadlines. 

We supplied a variety of ceiling tiles and perforated material for light fittings in different gauges and types of steel. Bion 
understand the need for such projects to be delivered on time and we are the natural choice of major ceiling and lighting 
manufacturers.  Our partnership approach means we work as an extension to their own manufacturing capabilities and 
support them in meeting quality and delivery deadlines. 

 

The St Pancras International redevelopment project won many awards including: Considerate Constructors Award, RICS 
Project of the Year Award 2008, BCI Major Project Award 2008, Secure Station Award 2009 and Project of the 
Decade at the London Transport Awards 2008. 
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Bion Technical Innovation 
Manufacturing is a knowledge based industry and 
perforating a unique skill that requires not just specialist 
machinery but also expert knowledge. 

Bion has both.   Investment means we have start of the 
art perforating and levelling lines. Staff retention means 
we have knowledge based on collective experiences 
gained over many years. 

Our Capabilities 
 Perforating up to 1600mm wide - up to 3mm thick 

 Programmable perforation patterns 

 Perforate sheet to sheet, coil to sheet, coil to coil 

 Ability to level coil prior to recoiling 

 Ability to degrease in coil form 

 Degreasing plant 

 Shearing facilities up to 3mm sheet 

 Notching and presswork 

 In house tool design and tool build 

 

Download our Technical Data Sheet 

 

 

http://www.bion.co.uk/technical-offering/download-datasheet/
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Special Tooling 
A client in the enclosure market wanted a different shape 
hole within the normal round perforation.  This was to 
accommodate a badge insert.  The door can be either left 
or right handed so this feature has to be able to sit both 
ends of the door - so the badge is always on top.  The 
shape and situation of the slot hole critical to badge 
insertion. 

To do this we designed an additional feature of a window of 
non perf within the perf in which we placed an additional 
shape hole. 

For this client we manufactured a special tool that 
incorporated the ability to have an independently 
programmable punch (independent to the rest of the 
punches in the tool). 

 

 

Our Client had a requirement to have a ceiling tile with two 
different perforation patterns. The material was 0.9 
precoated zintec. The perforating press was programmed to 
first do the smaller hole this being a 1.5mm with a 22% 
open area -leaving the larger section unperforated the 
sheets were then precision levelled - it was then perforated 
again, this time with the larger hole 6.4mm with a 58% 
open area. 

 
 
Find Out More 
To find out Bion’s innovation can help with your complex 
manufacturing needs please ring on 01189 592700 or 
email sales@bion.co.uk 
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BFA 2011 - Judges' Special Award 
“A special process – perforating – and a 
special company,  Robert Bion, make for a 
worthy highly commended in this year's 
Judges' Special Award” 
At Reading-based Robert Bion & Co, perforating is a 
way of life. Indeed, the products passing through its 
factory are all around: light fittings, audio panels, 
baking trays, cooker grilles, microwave doors, exhaust 
tubes and electronics enclosures, to name but a few. 

And while making holes in metal or plastic sounds 
easy enough, there are many complex factors at work 
here to ensure the barriers to entry for potential 
competitors remain high. With a staff of 28, 
investment levels run at around £150,000 per 
employee, for example. Furthermore, all products are 
bespoke, a mix of repeaters or unique specification, 
while the varying sectors served all require different 
product characteristics 

At Bion there are 3 perforating lines in a range of 
tonnages, while further operations can include 
notching, levelling, shearing, forming and degreasing. 
Levelling is a particular skill set cloaked in secrecy. 
It's notoriously difficult to predict how material will 
react to perforation without contravening flatness 
tolerances. 

But by using Bion's expertise together with specialist 
levelling equipment costing around £300,000, it's 
possible to anticipate and prevent unwanted effects 
such as curvature. Other contributing factors include 
special tooling alignment methodology. 

In this market, business responsiveness is vital. 
Accordingly, Bion provides quotes within 24 hours 
(KPI-measured) and can switch capacity on and off 
quickly – a third (night) shift can be activated with 
seven days' notice, for example. Visibility is short, 
typically around two or three weeks, demanding a  

 

 
 

flexible manufacturing facility capable of absorbing extreme 
variation in throughput. 

For instance, Bion perforates 60 billion holes in 4,000 
tonnes of material per annum on a make-to-order basis, 
but May this year saw twice the invoiced sales of April 
without any lengthening of lead times. 

Responsiveness is part of the privately-owned company's 
3R customer satisfaction strategy, with Reliability and 
(low) Risk the other two. Price is also important and 
although Bion aims to have the lowest costs in the market, 
it sets itself apart with added value, production engineering 
and quality leadership. All of this bolsters the company's 
rising UK market share, which currently stands at 22%. 

Other market differentiators include in-house tooling 
design and manufacture, allowing Bion to react quickly to 
convert a tool from 0.6mm thick mild steel to 2.0mm 
aluminium, for instance. What's more, skills such as these 
sometimes allow Bion to find means of producing high 
quality products from cheaper and/or more readily 
available material, giving further competitive gain. 

Other systems deployed include TPM, process planning, 
OEE, SMED, SPC and an energy use reduction 
programme, making this an engineering plant of distinction. 

Read the Full Article at www.bestfactoryawards.co.uk 

 
 
 

 

http://www.bestfactoryawards.co.uk/article-details/robert-bion-judges-special-award-highly-commended/37349/
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Testimonials & Client List 
 

 
"Having engaged with Robert Bion through the MAS programme, I've never failed to be inspired by their relentless focus 
on customer service and quality. 

Their passion for continuously improving how they add value to their customers and their internal processes is 
immediately evident when visiting the site and talking to the staff. They display a high degree of creativity in solving 
problems, developing employees and moving the business forward.  

A responsible manufacturer, they are leaders in developing the local manufacturing community by promoting best 
practice.” 

Nik Brown 
Operations Manager 
MAS South East & London 

 

 

Bion are proud to do business with: 
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Contact Us 
Address 
Robert Bion & Co Ltd, 14 Portman Road 
Reading, Berkshire RG30 1EA 

Telephone 
0044 (0) 118 959 2700  

Email 
sales@bion.co.uk  

Website 
www.bion.co.uk 
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